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Nearby spaces to Magnetron







If Lou has the ball, he can kick it in one of four directions

 Directly to the right, where it goes two spaces. 
 Up and to the right, where it is intercepted by the opponent’s Nimbus.
 Up and to the left. The green player can choose to pass to Hyperion 
   or let the ball fly over its head to the second space.
 Directly to the left, which would be a poor decision. 





Move 1 Strike Move 2

In this example, the green player rolls a Move 2 / Refresh. They use their 
first movement point, then use the Strike play to attack the purple Rex. 
Lou’s passive ability allows him to trade places with his target, so he does 
and moves another space. Then he uses the second movement point to 
move one more space.

At the end of the turn, the board now looks like this. Rex is knocked down. 
If Rex had the ball, Lou would also now possess the ball.



The green Lou tries to kick the ball into the 
purple goal, but as it enters a nearby 
space to Magnetron, they activate their 
ability to steal it. 

Magnetron is knocked down, but a goal 
is prevented. 

Even a kick that would go directly into the 
goal can be intercepted by Magnetron’s 
ability! As the ball is about to enter the goal 
space, a space nearby to Magnetron, they 
activate their ability and steal it instead.

Again, Magnetron is knocked down in 
order to do this, but a goal is prevented.  



A kick from any other kaiju would be intercepted, but Rex’s kicks 
travel right through opponents, knocking them down.

Note that Rex’s ability supercedes Magnetron’s; if aimed directly 
at Magnetron, her kick knocks them down before they can 
activate their intercepting ability. 
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